In the landscape of desirable stem-cell-based regeneration, the fate of cell is directed by orchestrated dialog between nanoscale subcellular receptors and biointerfacial niches [1] . This bottom-up development manner has inspired a great many nanogeometric [2] and nanotopographic [3] material-based biointerfaces promising for regenerative medicine. These previous studies shed light on the critical role of nanoscale cell-surfaces interactions in guiding cell fate, but those biointerfaces with properties static in time often inadequately mimic the active control manner of nature life. Although several elaborated dynamic interfaces have enabled successfully influence of cell behavior with adjusting surface chemistry [4] or stiffness [5] . The performance and design of those artificial biointerfaces lagged behind natural niches that can provide reversibly physical and chemical stimuli. It is still a great challenge to establish a nich-like nano-biointerface to scale down the regulation for trigging cell function.
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In a recent publication of ACS Nano, Professors Xuliang Deng, Shutao Wang and Yan Wei have developed a smart polypyrrole (Ppy) nano-biointerface, which is promising to provide dynamic nanoscale stimuli to precisely target cell osteogenic lineage for bone regeneration [6] . The key design of this interface is the reversible nanotubes/nanotips transition in response to electrochemical redox switching. Upon exposure to a reducing potential, anions in the surrounding electrolytes enter the Ppy and cause it to expand [7] to occupy the spaces within the nanotubes, resulting in nanotips. Upon exposure to an oxidising potential, ions exit Ppy which contracts [8] to unoccupy the inner space of nanotips, yielding nanotubes. Accompanied with this morphology variation, significant surface water contact angle and surface adhesive forces changed. This transition between highly adhesive hydrophobic nanotubes and poorly adhesive hydrophilic nanotips could act as dynamic attachment/detachment stimulus. In this way, they have achieved a smart surface that can provide reversible nanoscale stimuli via electrochemical redox switching between nanotubes and nanotips.
Department of Chemistry, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China Email: wangxun@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn On this smart nano-biointerface, outstanding biological outcomes were achieved. One key finding is the causeeffect relationship between the cycles of dynamic nanoscale stimuli and the extent of stem cell osteogenic differentiation. From one to three cycles, the continuously increased fluorescence intensities of osteogenic proteins bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP2) and bone sialoprotein (BSP) indicated that mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) differentiation was gradually biased towards osteogenesis. Then, the significantly upregulated osteogenic gene expression and the obvious osteoid formation further demonstrated that three cycles of dynamic nanotubes/nanotips transition obviously promoted osteogenic differentiation with effectiveness comparable to that of chemical agents. The other key finding is that the authors clearly pointed out the mechanism of the dynamic nanoscale stimuli inducing MSCs osteogenesis relay on intracellular mechanotransduction initiated by dynamic MSCs adhesion. The morphology observation, fluorescence profiles and statistical analysis demonstrated that the nanotubes/nanotips transition can favor and disrupt MSCs' adhesion at nanoscale. To explore how the cellsurface interaction was further transduced by MSCs, they directly observed downstream intracellular signaling transduction. With increasing cycles of nanotubes/nanotips transition, actin filaments organization and cell spreading areas gradually increased to facilitate the conversion of external stimuli into nuclear signals. Besides structures, they also found the dynamic nanoscale stimuli could activate the nuclear-translocation of mechanotransducer YAP to promote intra-nuclear RUNX2 transcription. Taking together, they demonstrate that the electrochemically switching of Ppy array between nanotubes and nanotips can result in alternating surface adhesion, which can strongly initiate intracellular mechanotransduction, mediated by YAP/RUNX2, cytoskeletonorganization, and MSCs osteogenesis independent of surface stiffness and additional chemical inducers.
This is the first such design with dynamic nanoscale contact guidance cues that can activate central cellular response in a pointwise way to significantly enhance the extent of osteogenic differentiation. This study, permitting dynamic transduction of nanoscaled physical inputs into biological outputs, provides an alternative way to classical cell culture substrates and chemical inducing agents for stem cell differentiation. This concept of designing smart nano-biointerfaces can be extended to other stimuli-responsive nanomaterials friendly to stem cell for further tissue regeneration.
